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Abstract—Many text classification applications require models with satisfying performance as well as good interpretability. Traditional
machine learning methods are easy to interpret but have low accuracies. The development of deep learning models boosts the
performance significantly. However, deep learning models are typically hard to interpret. In this work, we propose interpretable capsule
networks (iCapsNets) to bridge this gap. iCapsNets use capsules to model semantic meanings and explore novel methods to increase
interpretability. The design of iCapsNets is consistent with human intuition and enables it to produce human-understandable
interpretation results. Notably, iCapsNets can be interpreted both locally and globally. In terms of local interpretability, iCapsNets offer a
simple yet effective method to explain the predictions for each data sample. On the other hand, iCapsNets explore a novel way to
explain the model’s general behavior, achieving global interpretability. Experimental studies show that our iCapsNets yield meaningful
local and global interpretation results, without suffering from significant performance loss compared to non-interpretable methods.
Index Terms—Interpretability, capsule networks.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Text classification is an important task in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) research. With different predefined
categorical labels, models for text classification have various
applications, including sentiment analysis, topic categoriza-
tion, and ontology extraction [1]. A considerable body of
efforts have been devoted to developing machine learning
models for text classification and many successful models
have been studied. However, as many practical applications
raise the requirement for interpretable models [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], existing models have not achieved a good trade-off
between accuracy and interpretability.
Traditional text classifiers typically rely on statistical
methods like bag-of-words and bag-of-n-grams [7]. By sim-
ply counting the occurrences of words or n-grams and
applying machine learning methods like support vector
machines, these methods have achieved some success. How-
ever, without semantic understanding of words or n-grams,
the success is limited.
The development of distributed representations [8], [9],
[10] provides an effective way to model semantic meanings
of words through word embeddings. It has motivated ap-
plications of deep learning models on many NLP tasks [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Pre-trained word embeddings,
like word2vec [9] and GloVe [18], are made publicly avail-
able to accelerate the research of deep learning on NLP. In
addition, other levels of text embeddings, such as character
embeddings [1], [19], [20], [21], sub-word embeddings [22],
and region embeddings [23], [24], have also been explored.
Based on these embeddings, deep learning models based
on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [25], [26] and convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) [23], [27], [28], [29], [30]
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have been extensively studied. While variants of RNNs,
such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [11] and gated
recurrent unit (GRU) [17], are known to be effective for
processing sequential data like text, many studies have
shown that CNNs are comparable with RNNs on NLP tasks.
The attention mechanism [13] is another important model.
On one hand, combining it with CNNs and RNNs results
in significant performance boost [22], [31]. On the other
hand, the attention mechanism can be used as an alternative
to CNNs and RNNs to build deep learning models and
set the record on various NLP tasks [32], [33]. In terms
of the accuracy, deep learning models usually outperform
traditional text classifiers. However, complex deep learning
models work like black boxes and are hard to interpret [34].
Distributed representations can also be combined with
interpretable traditional machine learning method, resulting
in simpler yet effective models. For example, FastText [35]
combines the traditional bag-of-words method with word
embeddings, and uses the linear regression to perform clas-
sification. It achieves comparable classification accuracies
with complex deep learning models and is much more
efficient in terms of memory usage and computation speed.
While the linear regression models can be interpreted, Fast-
Text applies an average/sum operation to generate sentence
embeddings from word embeddings, preventing it from
telling which words are more important.
In this work, we focus on developing interpretable deep
learning models for text classification. Specifically, there
are kinds of interpretabilities in terms of explaining ma-
chine learning models [2], [36]. The first one is the local
interpretability, represents the ability of explaining why a
specific decision is made with respect to a specific data
sample. In contrast, the global interpretability, refers to the
ability of showing how the model works generally, with
respect to the whole dataset. We aim at achieving both kinds
of interpretabilities at the same time, without hurting the
performance significantly.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the architecture of iCapsNets. From right to left are the capsule layer, the trainable multi-head attention layer, the 1D
convolutional layer, and the word embedding layer. Note that the trainable multi-head attention layer can be replaced by the trainable multi-head
hierarchical attention layer for long documents, as illustrated in Section 2.5.
In this work, we develop a novel deep learning model
for text classification, which can be interpreted both locally
and globally. Specifically, we extend the CapsNets [37] from
computer vision tasks to text classification tasks, and make
the following contributions:
• We propose interpretable capsule networks (iCap-
sNets) for text classification. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work that achieves both local
and global interpretability on CapsNets.
• In iCapsNets, interpretation of classification results
with respect to each data sample as well as the
model’s general behavior can be both obtained
through novel, simple yet effective ways.
• Experimental results show that our iCapsNets yield
meaningful interpretation results while having com-
petitive accuracies compared to non-interpretable
models, achieving a better trade-off between accu-
racy and interpretability.
2 ICAPSNETS
In this section, we first discuss the intuition behind the
design of iCapsNets in Section 2.1. Then we introduce the
overall architecture of iCapsNets in Section 2.2, followed by
details of important layers in Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Then
we explain how to perform local and global interpretation
of iCapsNets in Section 2.6.
2.1 From CapsNets to iCapsNets
CapsNets [37] employ capsules as the input and output
of a layer and proposes the dynamic routing algorithm to
perform the computation between capsules. A capsule is
a vector, whose elements are the instantiation parameters
of a specific type of entity. CapsNets were designed for
computer vision tasks, where entities may refer to objects or
object parts. In CapsNets, capsules are always normalized
by a non-linear Squash function so that the norm lies in
[0, 1). The norm of a capsule, in turn, represents the prob-
ability that the corresponding entity is present in the input
image. A capsule is said to be activated if the norm is close
to 1. To understand how a capsule layer works, suppose
we are given capsules that represent low-level entities; e.g.,
eyes, ears, and nose in the task of face detection. A capsule
layer employs the dynamic routing algorithm to compute
capsules that represent high-level entities, which can be
faces in this case. Concretely, if low-level capsules indicate
that two eyes and one nose are detected in the image, the
dynamic routing algorithm is able to decide whether they
belong to the same face and choose to activate the high-level
capsule for face accordingly.
While convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have be-
come the dominant approach for classification tasks, Cap-
sNets have two main advantages over CNNs. First, using
vector-output capsules avoids the exponential inefficiencies
incurred by replicating scalar-output feature detectors on a
grid [38]. Second, the dynamic routing algorithm is more
effective than max-pooling, and allows neurons in one layer
to ignore all but the most active feature detector in a local
pool in the layer below [37]. Replacing stacked convolu-
tional layers and max-pooling layers in CNNs with capsule
layers results in the more efficient and effective CapsNets.
In this work, we extend CapsNets to text classification
tasks and develop iCapsNets. As it is necessary for accurate
text classification models to semantically understand texts,
we propose to use capsules to represent different semantic
meanings. Intuitively, there is a clear hierarchy between
semantic meanings in text classification tasks. Taking topic
categorization as an example, detecting certain basketball-
related phrases will strongly suggest that a document be
categorized into the “sports” topic. Here, “basketball” is a
low-level semantic entity as opposed to “sports”. With such
intuitions, iCapsNets are designed to first capture low-level
semantic entities (primary capsules) from the entire input
texts and then use the dynamic routing algorithm to com-
pute high-level semantic entities (class capsules), which cor-
respond to predefined classes. Note that, given a sentence
or document to classify, prior deep learning models usually
generate a single sentence or document vector embedding
which is fed into classifiers. In contrast, iCapsNets produce
several primary capsules from the sentence or document,
where each primary capsule focuses on capturing a specific
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semantic meaning.
2.2 The Architecture of iCapsNets
An illustration of the overall architecture of our iCapsNets
is provided in Figure 1. As introduced above, the top layer
of iCapsNets is a capsule layer, whose inputs are I dp-
dimensional primary capsules (pc) representing I distinct
low-level semantic meanings extracted from the whole in-
put texts. The outputs are J dc-dimensional class capsules
(cc) representing high-level semantic meanings, where J
corresponds to the number of classes of the task. We apply
the original dynamic routing algorithm [37]. In addition,
we propose a weight sharing regularization to improve the
efficiency and interpretability, which is discussed in detail
in Section 2.4.
In the following discussions, we assume that the input
to iCapsNets is a single sentence of N words. For short
documents, it is reasonable to concatenate the sentences into
a single one. We discuss how to adapt iCapsNets for long
documents in Section 2.5.
To generate the primary capsules from input texts, iCap-
sNets start with a word embedding layer. While using char-
acter embeddings may lead to higher accuracies [1], it treats
text as a kind of raw signal at character level, which is not
helpful in achieving human-understandable interpretation
results. The input sentence is transformed into a sequence of
word embeddings e1, e2, · · · , eN ∈ Rde through the word
embedding layer. To be specific, given a vocabulary of size V
built according to the training dataset, the word embedding
layer is essentially a V × he look-up table [15]. Here, he is
the dimension of word embedding space.
A 1-D convolutional layer with a kernel size of K then
transforms the word embeddings e1, e2, · · · , eN into region
embeddings w1,w2, · · · ,wN ∈ Rdw . Region embeddings,
also known as phrase embeddings or N-grams embeddings,
have shown to be effective in various deep learning models
for NLP tasks [23], [27], [28], [30], [39] due to the use of word
order information. We apply appropriate zero paddings to
keep the number of embeddings.
To obtain primary capsules pc1,pc2, · · · ,pcI from re-
gion embeddings w1,w2, · · · ,wN , we propose to use a
trainable multi-head attention layer. Many different atten-
tion layers have been studied for NLP tasks [13], [22],
[31], [32]. Yang et al. [31] used a learnable head vector,
instead of a vector from another sources, to attend differ-
ent positions. Multi-head self-attention was introduced in
Vaswani et al. [32], enabling multiple joint views of inputs.
Inspired by these studies, we propose the trainable multi-
head attention layer, which employ multiple trainable head
vectors to perform the attention independently. Each head
vector will lead to a primary capsule, which is supposed to
represent one specific semantic meaning after training. In
iCapsNets, we have I different head vectors, corresponding
to I primary capsules. In the following sections, we will
demonstrate how the trainable multi-head attention layer is
suitable to work with the capsule layer and helps interpret-
ing the primary capsules.
2.3 Trainable Multi-head Attention Layer
In iCapsNets, the trainable multi-head attention layer ac-
tually transforms tensors into capsules [37]. To achieve
such transformation from scalar-output feature detectors to
vector-output capsules, prior studies [37], [40], [41] simply
group convolutional scalar outputs into vectors to form
primary capsules, in order to replicate learned knowledge
across space and keep positional information. However,
this transformation results in a large number of capsules
encoding duplicate information as well as inactive capsules
during the computation. It hurts the efficiency of the capsule
layer. Moreover, as the total number of primary capsules
increases as the spatial sizes of inputs increase, the num-
ber of training parameters in the capsule layer becomes
excessive when the spatial sizes are large, as explained
in Section 2.4. It prohibits the use of CapsNets on large-
scale datasets, like those built by Zhang et al. [1] and the
ImageNet dataset [42]. Applying our trainable multi-head
attention layer effectively addresses this problem, since the
number of primary capsules is fixed as a hyperparameter of
the model.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the trainable multi-
head attention layer takes region embeddings
w1,w2, · · · ,wN ∈ Rdw as inputs. To produce I
primary capsules pc1,pc2, · · · ,pcI ∈ Rdp , there are I
trainable head vectors h1,h2, · · · ,hI ∈ Rdq . We name
these head vectors as primary capsule queries. For each
hi ∈ Rdq ,m ∈ [1, I], the attention mechanism determines
region embeddings that are important to a specific sentence-
level semantic meaning and aggregates them accordingly
to form a primary capsule pci. Specifically, the attention
procedure is
for n = 1, 2, · · · , N do
vin =W
v
iwn (1)
kin =W
k
iwn (2)
αin =
exp(hTi k
i
n/
√
dq)∑
n′ exp(h
T
i k
i
n′/
√
dq)
(3)
where Wvi ∈ Rdp×dw and Wki ∈ Rdq×dw , and the aggrega-
tion is achieved by a weighted summation:
pci =
∑
n
αinv
i
n. (4)
Note that for one primary capsule query hi,Wvi andW
k
i are
shared for every region embedding. Here, Wvi and W
k
i rep-
resent linear transformations that map region embeddings
to a different embedding space for attention. Trained jointly
with the primary capsule query hi, they are supposed
to provide appropriate views of region embeddings with
the focus on a specific semantic meaning. Consequently,
kin ∈ Rdq , n = 1, 2, · · · , N serve as the attention keys while
vin ∈ Rdp , n = 1, 2, · · · , N serve as the attention values
that are used to form the primary capsule pci ∈ Rdp .
The coefficients αin indicate whether wn is informative in
generating pci. In Section 2.6, we use α
i
n to perform local
interpretation.
Note that Eq. (3) is equivalent to a Softmax operation.
And we can easily infer that∑
n
αin = 1, (5)
which indicates that in the attention mechanism, inputs
compete with each other for their contributions to outputs.
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic Routing Algorithm [37]
1: procedure ROUTING(pˆcj|i, r, l)
2: for all capsule i in layer l and capsule j in layer (l + 1):
bij ← 0
3: for r iterations do
4: for all capsule i in layer l: βij ← exp(bij)∑
j exp(bij)
5: for all capsule j in layer (l + 1): sj ←
∑
i βijpˆcj|i
6: for all capsule j in layer (l + 1): ccj ← Squash(sj)
7: for all capsule i in layer l and capsule j in layer (l+1):
bij ← bij + pˆcj|i · ccj
8: end for
9: return ccj
Intuitively, it means that only important parts of inputs go
through the attention layer. Information that is irrelevant
to the semantic meanings represented by primary capsules
is discarded and only useful information is retained. In
Section 2.4, we can see that, in the dynamic routing algo-
rithm of the capsule layer, outputs compete with each other
for receiving inputs. A class capsule gets activated only
when receiving agreements from multiple active primary
capsules. Our iCapsNets use the capsule layer after the
attention layer, since they have complementary function-
alities, i.e., the attention layer filters information and the
capsule layer makes full use of the filtered information.
To conclude, using the trainable multi-head attention
layer to transforms tensors into capsules is not only efficient
but also technically sound. Moreover, our trainable multi-
head attention layer provides a simple way to interpret
primary capsules, which leads to global interpretability of
iCapsNets. We illustrate the interpretation method in Sec-
tion 2.6.
2.4 Capsule Layer
Algorithm 1 shows the original dynamic routing algo-
rithm [37]. The Squash function is used to normalize the
capsules:
Squash(x) =
||x||2
1 + ||x||2
x
||x|| , (6)
where x is a capsule, i.e., a vector.
Note that the inputs to the algorithm is not the original
primary capsules. Before the routing, we perform linear
transformations on primary capsules to produce “prediction
vectors” [37]. To be specific, for each pair of a primary
capsule pci ∈ Rdp and a class capsule ccj ∈ Rdc , we
compute
pˆcj|i = Wˆijpci + bˆij , (7)
where Wˆij ∈ Rdc×dp and bˆij ∈ Rdc . For I primary capsules
and J class capsules, it results in I × J × (dc × dp + dc)
training parameters, which are excessive when the number
of primary capsules is large. Using our trainable multi-
head attention layer addresses this problem by limiting
the number of primary capsules. However, a more direct
solution is to have Wˆij shared across primary capsules,
which means
pˆcj|i = Wˆjpci + bˆij , (8)
(a) Iteration 1
(b) Iteration 3
Fig. 2. An illustration of the capsule layer. The visualization comes from
an iCapsNet with 16 primary capsules trained on the AG’s News dataset.
Thicker lines indicate larger routing weights βij .
where Wˆj is shared for every pci. iCapsNets employ Eq. (8)
to improve the efficiency. More importantly, we find that
the weight sharing casts a regularization effect on primary
capsule queries in our trainable multi-head attention layer,
which is shown in Section 4.2.1.
The dynamic routing algorithm computes weights βij
between every pair of a primary capsule pci and a class
capsule ccj in an iterative way. The process is visualized in
Figure 2. By comparing the routing weights βij , we can see
that, after r = 3 iterations, a primary capsule may contribute
much more to one of the class capsules than the others. This
primary capsule is usually activated with a norm close to 1
and serves as a strong support to a class capsule. In another
case, a primary capsule may contribute similarly to each
class capsule. It means that either the primary capsule has a
norm close to 0 or it captures a semantic meaning that is not
helpful to classification. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the
the routing weights βij to explore the local interpretability
of iCapsNets, as explained in Section 2.6.
To support the statement in Section 2.3, we point out that
line 4 in Algorithm 1 corresponds to a Softmax operation,
which indicates ∑
j
βij = 1, (9)
which is opposite to Eq. (5) in terms of normalizing weights
across inputs or outputs. As mentioned above, Eq. (5) and
Eq. (9) show a complementary relationship between the
trainable multi-head attention layer and the capsule layer.
2.5 iCapsNets for Long Documents
In the discussions above, we assume that the input to
iCapsNets is a single sentence of N words, leading to a
hierarchical word-region-sentence architecture. While it is
reasonable for short documents, removing the assumption
and adding a document level to the hierarchy usually results
in a performance boost for long documents [25], [31]. Thus,
we propose the trainable multi-head hierarchical attention
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the trainable multi-head hierarchical attention layer used in iCapsNets for long documents. Details are provided in Section 2.5.
layer to adapt iCapsNets for long documents, as illustrated
in Figure 3.
Consider a document of M sentences, where each sen-
tence has N words. For each sentence, we use the same
word embedding layer and 1-D convolutional layer to ob-
tain region embeddings wmn ∈ Rdw , m = 1, 2, · · · ,M ,
n = 1, 2, · · · , N . Our trainable multi-head hierarchi-
cal attention layer still has I primary capsule queries
h1,h2, · · · ,hI ∈ Rdq , corresponding to I primary capsules
pc1,pc2, · · · ,pcI ∈ Rdp . For each hi, it performs two levels
of attention procedures:
for m = 1, 2, · · · ,M do
for n = 1, 2, · · · , N do
vimn =W
v
iwmn, k
i
mn =W
k
iwmn (10)
αimn =
exp(hTi k
i
mn/
√
dq)∑
n′ exp(h
T
i k
i
mn′/
√
dq)
(11)
sim =
∑
n
αimnv
i
mn (12)
v˜im = W˜
v
i s
i
m, k˜
i
m = W˜
k
i s
i
m (13)
ρim =
exp(hTi k˜
i
m/
√
dq)∑
m′ exp(h
T
i k˜
i
m′/
√
dq)
(14)
pci =
∑
m
ρimv˜
i
m (15)
where sim ∈ Rds , Wvi ∈ Rds×dw , Wki ∈ Rdq×dw , W˜vi ∈
Rdp×ds , and W˜ki ∈ Rdq×ds . Basically, we first apply the
same attention layer on each sentence independently and
obtain M sentence embeddings si1, s
i
2, · · · , siM ∈ Rds . These
sentence embeddings focus on the semantic meaning that
pci aims to capture. Next, we use an attention layer on
si1, s
i
2, · · · , siM to determine which sentences are more in-
formative and aggregate them to produce pci. The same
procedure is applied for each hi. Note that in the two levels
of attention procedures, we employ the same set of trainable
head vectors h1,h2, · · · ,hI .
We denote the iCapsNets in Figure 1 as iCapsNetsShort
and the ones with the trainable multi-head hierarchi-
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the local interpretation process of iCapsNets.
In this example, k1 = k2 = 1 and K = 3. Details are provided in
Section 2.6.
cal attention layer as iCapsNetsLong . In the experiments,
iCapsNetsLong achieve significantly better accuracies for
tasks on long documents.
2.6 Interpreting iCapsNets
iCapsNets can be interpreted both globally and locally [2].
We first describe how to perform the local interpretation, i.e.,
explaining why the classification is made given a specific
data sample. Note that, for the trainable multi-head atten-
tion layer and the capsule layer, each output is a weighted
sum of all inputs, leading to a fully-connected pattern
between inputs and outputs. However, unlike regular fully-
connected layers where weights are fixed after training,
weights in the trainable multi-head attention layer and the
capsule layer are input-dependent. This property is crucial
to achieving good local interpretation results. Specifically,
after feeding a data sample into iCapsNets, we can extract
parts of inputs that are important to the classification re-
sults, by simply examining large weights in iCapsNets. An
illustration of the local interpretation process of iCapsNets
is provided in Fig. 4. Suppose iCapsNets categorize a data
sample into class j ∈ [1, J ]. We first obtain the top k1 largest
values from routing weights β1j , β2j , · · · , βIj in the capsule
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layer. As explained in Section 2.4, a large βij means that
the i-th primary capsule strongly support the j-th class
capsule. Thus, the top k1 largest weights indicate that the
corresponding k1 primary capsules are important to the
prediction. Next, for each of these k1 sentence capsules,
we check the top k2 largest values among weights in the
trainable multi-head attention layer. For example, if pci is
one of the k1 primary capsules, we select the top k2 largest
values from αi1, α
i
2, · · · , αiN . As pointed out in Section 2.3,
large weights indicate that the corresponding inputs are
informative in generating pci. The process gives us k1 × k2
K-grams, serving as the explanation for the classification
result with respect to the input data sample. Here, K is
the kernel size of the 1-D convolutional layer. These K-
grams may have overlapping words. The more number of
times a word appears, the more important that word is. For
iCapsNetsLong with the trainable multi-head hierarchical
attention layer, the local interpretation process is similar.
For an important pci, we first select the largest weight from
ρi1, ρ
i
2, · · · , ρiM , say ρim∗ . Then we pick the top k2 largest
values from αim∗1, α
i
m∗2, · · · , αim∗N . The remaining parts
are the same.
The global interpretation means interpreting semanti-
cally meaningful components in the model. It demonstrates
how the model works generally with respect to the whole
dataset. In iCapsNets, we attempt to determine the semantic
meanings captured by each primary capsule to explore the
global interpretability. First, we count the number of times
when a primary capsule has the largest routing weight to
the class capsule corresponding to the predicted class. Con-
cretely, we maintain a frequency matrix C = [cji] ∈ NJ×I
where cji is initialized to be 0. For every data sample in
the testing dataset, we performs the local interpretation
described above with k1 = k2 = 1. If it is classified into
the j-th class and βij is the largest routing weight among
β1j , β2j , · · · , βIj , we let cji ← cji + 1. Meanwhile, for each
cij , we maintain a list of words in the resulted K-gram.
We find the simple statistical method gives good global
interpretation results, as shown in Section 4.2. The final
C shows a sparse pattern; that is, only a few values in C
are large. And the most frequent words can indicate the
semantic meaning captured by primary capsules.
Both local and global interpretabilities of iCapsNets
are achieved using simple methods. In the experiments,
iCapsNets show a good trade-off between accuracy and
interpretability.
3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We perform thorough experiments to evaluate and analyze
iCapsNets. First, we demonstrate the local and global in-
terpretability of iCapsNets. Then, in terms of classification
accuracy, we compare iCapsNets with several text clas-
sification baselines which are not interpretable. Notably,
iCapsNets achieve a good trade-off between interpretability
and accuracy.
3.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on 7 publicly available large-scale
datasets built by Zhang et al. [1]. These datasets cover
different text classification tasks, such as sentiment analysis,
topic categorization, and ontology extraction. Table 1 is a
detailed summary of these datasets. In particular, without
loss of generality, we demonstrate the local and global
interpretability of iCapsNets using examples from the AG’s
News dataset and the Yahoo! Answers dataset.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
We introduce detailed experimental setups for reproducibil-
ity. Code is also provided 1.
The word embedding layer of iCapsNets involves the
step of generating a vocabulary. The size of the vocabu-
lary V is determined by the training set and a minimum
frequency F . Specifically, if a word appears more than F
times in the training set, it is included in the vocabulary.
In iCapsNets, each word embedding is composed of two
parts. The first part is the 300-dimensional pre-trained
word2vec [9] and is fixed during training. The second part
has dimension (de − 300) and is randomly initialized and
trained. The 1-D convolutional layer with a kernel size of
K transforms the de-dimensional word embeddings into
dw-dimensional region embeddings. For the trainable multi-
head attention layer in iCapsNetsShort, we let the dimension
of each primary capsule query be equal to that of each
primary capsule, i.e., dq = dp. For the trainable multi-head
hierarchical attention layer in iCapsNetsLong , the dimension
of the intermediate sentence embeddings is also set to be
equal to dp, i.e., dq = ds = dp. In addition, we set the
number of primary capsules I to be dw/dp. The number
of class capsules J depends on the number of classes. The
dimension of a class capsule is dc. For iCapsNetsShort, the
input is a single sentence. We use zero paddings to make
all the inputs have the same number of words N for large
batch training. For iCapsNetsLong , the input is a document.
We also apply zero paddings so that all the inputs have
the same number of sentences M and each sentence has
the same number of words N . Table 2 and 3 provide our
best settings of these hyperparameters of iCapsNetsShort
and iCapsNetsLong for each dataset, respectively.
As the outputs of iCapsNets are class capsules, the
predictions are made based on their norms. That is, the
class capsule with the largest norm corresponds to the
predicted class. To train iCapsNets, we apply the margin
loss proposed by Sabour et al. [37]. To be specific, for each
class capsule ccj , j = 1, 2, · · · , J , a separate loss function is
given by
Lj =Ij∗(j)max(0,m
+ − ||ccj ||)2
+ λ(1− Ij∗(j))max(0, ||ccj || −m−)2,
(16)
where m+ = 0.9, m− = 0.1, λ = 0.5, and Ij∗(j) is an
indicator function defined as
Ij∗(j) =
{
1, if j = j∗
0, if j 6= j∗ , (17)
where j∗ is the index of the true label. The total loss is the
sum of the loss function of all the class capsules. With the
margin loss, the Adam optimizer is used to train iCapsNets.
For iCapsNetsShort, the learning rate is set to 0.0001 for the
1. https://www.dropbox.com/s/ev06l6x7ddy9pgb/iCapsNet.zip
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TABLE 1
Statistics of the 7 large-scale datasets from Zhang et al. [1].
Dataset Classes Train Samples Test Samples Avg. Lengths Tasks
Yelp Review Polarity 2 560,000 38,000 156 Sentiment
Yelp Review Full 5 650,000 50,000 158 Sentiment
Yahoo! Answers 10 1,400,000 60,000 112 Topic
Amazon Review Polarity 2 3,600,000 400,000 91 Sentiment
Amazon Review Full 5 3,000,000 650,000 93 Sentiment
AG’s News 4 120,000 7,600 44 Topic
DBPedia 14 560,000 70,000 55 Ontology
TABLE 2
Hyperparameter settings of iCapsNetsShort on the 7 datasets from Zhang et al. [1]. Explanations of these hyperparameters are provided in
Section 4.
Dataset V F de K dw dq = dp dc N
Yelp Review Polarity 25,102 50 300+64 5 512 16 32 1,296
Yelp Review Full 27,729 50 300+64 5 512 16 32 1,438
Yahoo! Answers 35,194 100 300+64 5 512 16 32 1,000
Amazon Review Polarity 33,207 200 300+64 5 512 16 32 592
Amazon Review Full 17,534 500 300+64 5 512 16 32 592
AG’s News 30,794 5 300+32 3 256 8 16 195
DBPedia 26,141 50 300+64 5 256 8 16 1,588
TABLE 3
Hyperparameter settings of iCapsNetsLong on the 7 datasets from Zhang et al. [1]. Explanations of these hyperparameters are provided in
Section 4.
Dataset V F de K dw dq = ds = dp dc M N
Yelp Review Polarity 77,202 5 300+64 5 512 16 32 20 100
Yelp Review Full 82,814 5 300+64 5 512 16 32 20 100
Yahoo! Answers 131,081 10 300+32 5 512 16 32 15 100
Amazon Review Polarity 155,192 10 300+64 5 512 16 32 15 100
Amazon Review Full 142,375 10 300+64 5 512 16 32 15 100
AG’s News 30,794 5 300+32 3 256 8 16 10 86
DBPedia 26,141 50 300+64 5 256 8 16 10 100
 
Label: 0 World  Prediction: 1 Sports 
U.S. Misses Cut in Olympic 100 Free  
ATHENS, Greece - Top American sprinters Jason Lezak and Ian Crocker missed the cut in the 
Olympic 100-meter freestyle preliminaries Tuesday, a stunning blow for a country that had 
always done well in the event.    Pieter van den Hoogenband of the Netherlands and Australian 
Ian Thorpe advanced to the evening semifinal a day after dueling teenager Michael Phelps in 
the 200 freestyle, won by Thorpe... 
 
Label: 2 Business Prediction: 2 Business  
Minister Lee Says Uncertainty Deepens Economic Lethargy  
Deputy Prime Minister and Finance-Economy Minister Lee Hun-jai said Monday the nation 
#39;s current economic lethargy is due to unsubstantiated uncertainty #39; #39; about the 
future, which in turn weakens the confidence of market players. 
 
Label: 3 Sci/ Tech Prediction: 3 Sci/ Tech 
Microsoft: Use Script to Block Windows XP SP2 Updates  
Microsoft has offered up yet another way for businesses to block the automatic update of 
Windows XP to the big-deal Service Pack 2 (SP2) upgrade.  
 
 
Fig. 5. Examples of local interpretation results of iCapsNetsShort on the
AG’s News dataset. We set k1 = k2 = 2 and K = 3. Darker colors
indicate more overlapping.
AG’s News and DBPedia datasets and 0.001 for the other
5 datasets. For iCapsNetsLong , the learning rate is set to
0.0005 for all the 7 dataset.
4.1 Local Interpretation Results
In order to demonstrate the local interpretability of iCap-
sNets, we show concrete examples of local interpretation
results obtained through the interpretation method as de-
scribed in Section 2.6. Specifically, we train iCapsNetsShort
on the AG’s News dataset and iCapsNetsLong on the Yahoo!
Label: 1 Science & Mathematics Prediction: 2 Health 
WHY MOST OF THE CANCER TYPES MAKE METASTASIS IN BONE? 
Some cancers are more prone to metastasis to the bones than others.  Blood supply is an issue 
in transporting the cells, but the chemical environment of the bones also plays a part.  See the 
references below: 
 
Label: 4 Computer & Internet  Prediction: 4 Computer & Internet  
How do I incorporate a music video into my web page? What code do I use? 
First, you must upload the video to a web server. In your HTML, use the following tags: <embed 
src="your_movie_filename.mov"> </embed> Or, a more current practice is to use the <object> 
tags. Another easier alternative is to use video sharing web service like www.youtube.com, 
where you can upload a movie and it will generate the appropriate scripts you can add to your 
webpage. 
 
Label: 1 Science & Mathematics Prediction: 1 Science & Mathematics 
Is Neon more or less dense than fresh water at room temperature? 
At normal temperature and pressure (lets say 75 degrees fahrenheit and 1 atm of pressure), 
Neon's physical state is a gas, therefore with less density than water, which is a liquid under 
these conditions. 
 
Fig. 6. Examples of local interpretation results of iCapsNetsLong on the
Yahoo! Answers dataset. We set k1 = k2 = 2 and K = 5. Darker colors
indicate more overlapping.
Answers dataset, respectively. Then we take examples from
the testing set to perform prediction and local prediction.
Figures 5 and 6 provide examples of local interpretation
results of iCapsNets on AG’s News and Yahoo! Answers
datasets, respectively. We can observe that, for each data
sample, the extracted words well justify why iCapsNets
make the predictions, no matter the predictions are correct
or not.
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the frequency matrix C for the global interpretation of iCapsNetsShort on the AG’s News dataset. For selected columns, we
make a histogram and list the most frequent words as the interpretation of corresponding primary capsules. Note that primary capsules and primary
capsule queries have a one-to-one relationship.
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Fig. 8. Visualization of the frequency matrixC for the global interpretation of iCapsNetsLong on the Yahoo! Answers dataset. For selected columns,
we make a histogram and list the most frequent words as the interpretation of corresponding primary capsules. Note that primary capsules and
primary capsule queries have a one-to-one relationship.
4.2 Global Interpretation Results
We perform global interpretation for the same
iCapsNetsShort on the AG’s News dataset and
iCapsNetsLong on the Yahoo! Answers dataset, respectively.
To be specific, we first visualize the frequency matrix C as
introduced in Section 2.6. The visualizations are provided
in Figures 7 and 8. We can see that in both cases, C shows
a sparse pattern. Note that the i-th column corresponds
to the primary capsule pci, or equivalently the primary
capsule query hi. Thus, for pci, we can check the lists
of frequent words corresponding to ci1, ci2, · · · , ciJ and
use the most frequent words to interpret pci. Interpreting
primary capsules leads to explanation on how iCapsNets
work generally, i.e. achieving the global interpretability.
4.2.1 Visualization of Primary Capsule Queries
We further visualize the sparse pattern of the primary
capsule queries in the embedding space. Specifically, we
perform t-SNE visualization [43] of the primary capsule
queries h1,h2, · · · ,h32. Fig. 9 shows the visualization of
iCapsNetsShort trained on the AG’s News dataset. It is ob-
served that the primary capsule queries distribute sparsely
on the plane, indicating that they capture different semantic
meanings under the same embedding space.
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Fig. 9. t-SNE visualization for the 32 primary capsule queries of
iCapsNetsShort on the AG’s News dataset after training. The words
come from Figure 7.
4.3 Classification Results
Last, we show that iCapsNets are able to achieve competi-
tive results compared to non-interpretable models.
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TABLE 4
Comparisons between different models in terms of test accuracies [%] on the 7 datasets from Zhang et al. [1]. iCapsNets achieve competitive
results compared to non-interpretable models.
Model Yelp P. Yelp F. Yah. A. Amz P. Amz F. AG DBP
word-CNN [1] 95.4 60.4 71.2 94.5 57.6 91.5 98.6
char-CNN [1] 95.1 62.1 71.2 94.5 59.6 90.5 98.5
char-CNN+RNN [21] 94.5 61.8 71.7 94.1 59.2 91.4 98.6
char-VDCNN [20] 95.7 64.7 73.4 95.7 63.0 91.3 98.7
D-LSTM [26] 92.6 59.6 73.7 - - 92.1 98.7
FastText [35] 95.7 63.9 72.3 94.6 60.2 92.5 98.6
W.C.region.emb [24] 96.4 64.9 73.7 95.1 60.9 92.8 98.9
C.W.region.emb [24] 96.2 64.5 73.4 95.3 60.8 92.8 98.9
CapsNets [41] - - - - - 92.6 -
iCapsNetsShort 95.9 64.2 73.5 95.2 61.1 93.0 99.0
iCapsNetsLong 96.0 64.3 74.5 95.7 62.4 92.9 98.9
4.3.1 Baselines
We select several popular supervised text classification
models as baselines to show that iCapsNets can achieve
competitive accuracies. In terms of deep learning models,
we compare iCapsNets with the word-level convolutional
model (word-CNN) [30] and character-level convolutional
model (char-CNN) [1]. Comparisons with two variants
of char-CNN, the character-level convolutional recurrent
model (char-CNN+RNN) [21] and the very deep character-
level convolutional model (char-VDCNN) [20], are also
conducted. In addition, iCapsNets are compared with the
discriminative LSTM model (D-LSTM) [26]. FastText [35]
combines distributed representations of words with tradi-
tional model BoW and gets improved by using the word-
context region embeddings (W.C.region.emb) and context-
word region embeddings (C.W.region.emb) [24]. We report
the accuracies of these baselines from Zhang et al. [1] and
Qiao et al. [24]. As iCapsNets are based on CapsNets [37],
we also include CapsNets as baselines. CapsNets have been
investigated on text classification [41]. However, due to
the efficiency problem discussed in Section 2.3, original
CapsNets can only work well on small datasets. Therefore,
only the accuracy on the AG’s News dataset is available.
4.3.2 Results
Table 4 summarizes the classification results of all models.
In terms of test accuracies, iCapsNets outperforms all the
baselines on 4 of the 7 datasets. On the other 3 datasets,
iCapsNets achieve competitive results.
Deep learning models based on RNNs, like char-
CNN+RNN and D-LSTM, are usually hard to interpret as
RNNs process texts sequentially and do not tell which parts
of the sequence are informative. The interpretability of CNN
models with word embeddings has been studied [44]. How-
ever, the interpretation process is computational expensive.
And only local interpretability has been explored. Apply-
ing character embeddings usually improve the accuracies.
However, as pointed out by Conneau et al. [20], the models
may process a sentence as a stream of signals, which we can
not understand semantically.
FastText, W.C.region.emb, and C.W.region.emb combine
distributed representations with traditional model BoW.
They are efficient and effective on text classification tasks.
However, an average/sum operation is employed to gener-
ate sentence embeddings from word or region embeddings,
making the model not interpretable.
As interpretable models usually suffer from the perfor-
mance loss [2], the classification performance of iCapsNets
is strong considering its interpretability.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we aim to develop a deep learning model
that achieves a good trade-off between accuracy and in-
terpretability on text classification tasks. Based on our in-
sights on capsules, we propose the interpretable capsule
network (iCapsNets) by employing attention mechanism
and adapting CapsNets [37] from computer vision tasks
to text classification tasks. We provide novel, simple yet
effective way to interpret our iCapsNets. In particular, iCap-
sNets achieve the local and global interpretability at the
same time. Experimental results show that our iCapsNets
yield human-understandable interpretation results, without
suffering from significant performance loss compared to
non-interpretable models.
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